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This book describes how to build a localized raised garden bed using cedar wood. It advices

you on the various pitfalls to avoid when building your raised bed as well as what to do and

how to do it.
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Build A Raised Garden BedWhat is a raised garden bed?Soil quality is perhaps one of the

most important elements to be taken into consideration when making the decision to plant a

particular type or whether to plant any seed at all, be it in your garden, as flowers and

vegetables in small quantities or on large acres of land for commercial purposes. The soil

quality determines the nourishment the seed or plant receives when planted and if the soil is

permanently bad, it becomes useless, unless it can be converted to other non-agricultural

uses.One of the ways to beat this problem of soil quality and texture is by building a raised

garden bed. This could mean building or suspending your garden bed at some distance above

the ground without the influence of the native garden soil or building a contained or rigid

structure of wood, stone, pots or anything at all that can help partition the native garden soil on

the ground which you desire to use and keep it intact. It localises the application of nutrients,

compost, manure and other soil quality enhancers to the soil, meaning only that part of the

garden gets the desired care and attention that is given. This is a raised garden bed.

Depending on the bed height you would like to construct, plants like vegetables easily flourish

in raised beds. Why do you need a raised garden?1. A raised garden bed is a perfect

solution for any garden soil anywhere which lacks the vital soil nutrients and soil texture for the

growth of the crop you desire to have in your garden.
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Smart Buyer, “Good book. Book is good for the DIYer.. would recommend to others and will use

this in the Spring for my gardens.”

The book by Delphia has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 2 people have provided feedback.
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